The New Normal

Over the last two years, in the midst of the COVID pandemic, we have learned a few things about the world and about ourselves. We have learned that we can adapt exceptionally quickly and demonstrate remarkable resilience in unusual circumstances. We have learned that our social relationships and workplace environment, most of which were shattered during the numerous confinements, were critical to our well-being and mental health. Some of us, forced into working from home, finding ourselves free of constant interruptions and office distractions, saw our research productivity surge. Others, stuck at home with young kids or in unfavorable work conditions, saw it plummet to unexpected lows. Finally, we discovered – sometimes to our own surprise – that teaching face-to-face remained highly valuable to our students and to ourselves, and that face-time in the classroom was not simply “a thing of the past that some academic dinosaurs try to cling on.” However, online teaching is here to stay in some form or another, and online meetings – in small dosage – could even be a blessing.

During these two years of crisis, Ph.D. students, like so many others, have been deeply affected, both professionally and emotionally. Productive research requires concentration and deep work, and deep work often requires a healthy dose of isolation. However, it is a vastly different world when that isolation is imposed on you 24/7 for weeks on end. My heart goes in particular to our international Ph.D. students, separated from their families, barred from traveling, who had barely any opportunity to build a support network before the confinements hit. In addition to the difficulties of interacting with fellow students, advisors, and faculty, the job market was largely disrupted in 2020, with many universities and business schools not hiring new recruits at all that year. This situation led to many candidates postponing their job market search to the next year, and 2021 saw a flood of Ph.D. candidates facing a still limited number of open positions, adding to the stress of an already difficult situation.

In the midst of that two-year-long crisis, any success, achievement, or accomplishment is to be celebrated with particular pride. This is to those accomplishments and good news that this newsletter is dedicated.

Despite the uncertainty of the pandemic, the school managed to attract and recruit 13 new Ph.D. students this year. We expect a significantly larger cohort this year.

The graduation ceremony, which was initially postponed, took place in October 2021. A total of nineteen Ph.D. student graduates and nineteen graduates of the M.S. in Business Administration Research opened the ceremonies and received their diplomas at the prestigious Philharmonie de Paris. The ceremony was broadcasted live online and translated in real-time into both French and English.

In December 2021, we organized the now-traditional poster session, where students have an opportunity to present their research in an “elevator speech” format to a broad audience of fellow students and faculty. My congratulations to the winners of the three awards this year: Minakshi Punam Mandal (operations management), Gabrielle Gambuli (economics), and Javaiz Parappathodi (operations management).

Every two years, the ESSEC Foundation bestows a Ph.D. Award for the best dissertation and dissertation outcomes (e.g., publications). Yanlu Zhao (currently an assistant professor at Durham University, U.K.) was chosen this year for his outstanding work in operations research and management. The award also recognizes that nothing grand is ever accomplished alone and salutes Yanlu’s advisors as well, Félix Papier and Laurent Alfandari, for their invaluable contribution and involvement.

Finally, six of our students defended their dissertations this academic year, with a few more about to do so in the coming weeks.

I wish you all the best in this “new normal.”

Arnaud DE BRUYN, Associate Dean debruyn@essec.edu

The ESSEC PhD Program is supported by the Paris-Seine excellence initiative (ISITE).
August 2021 - Welcome meeting for the new PhD cohort.

- MENARD Romain
  Economics, French
- QUINTO Nelberto Nichola
  Economics Industrial Organization, Filipino
- SHI Ke
  Economics
  Public Economics, Chinese
- DONG Jiachen
  Finance, Chinese
- HUANG Huilin
  Finance, Chinese
- SOLTANI Roya
  Finance, Iranian
- HAJIGHASEMI
  Mohamadhesam
  Marketing, Iranian
- ZHAO Wenze,
  Marketing, Chinese
- KWAK Taeho
  Management (OB), South Korea
- NIVA Evgeny
  Management (OB), Russian
- CHEN Liying
  Management (Strategy), Chinese
- ALAEI Saideh
  Management (Information Systems), Iranian
- YAN Wenjin
  Operations & Data Analytics, Chinese
- MUKHERJEE Subhabrata
  Operations & Data Analytics, Indian
- BERROU Maxime
  Economics (International Economics), French
- DE VILLENEUVE
  BARGEMON Mahaut
  Economics (International Economics), French
Some key moments in the PhD Program

- October 2021: Graduation Ceremony

Ceremony at the Philharmonie de Paris. Congratulations to PhD and MS BAR graduates!

- December 2021 Research Highlights in the Poster Session

Poster Session Winners

Minakshi PUNAM MANDAL (Operations Management)
Best poster content & design

Gabrielle GAMBULI (Economics)
Best poster pitch

Javaiz PARAPPATHODI (Operations Management)
Best poster pitch

- Celebrating the end of the year

Last PhD Defense on December 15, 2021 - Bruno NOISETTE (Management)

2022 ESSEC FOUNDATION AWARDS

AVRIL 2022
The PhD Award to Yanlu ZHAO
(Operations Management and Operations Research)
PhD supervisors:
Félix Papier et Laurent Alfandari

A FEW PUBLICATIONS


A FEW AWARDS

- Mouna EL MANSOURI (PhD 16) and Karoline Strauss won the Best Student Paper Award at the Twelfth International Conference on Emotions and Organisational Life ’EMONET XII’ (June 2020).
- Shubham SINGH (PhD 19) won Best Reviewer Award from the Academy of Management’s Annual Meeting (AOM) (2021).